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ART –A

1. (A) Answer any TEN of the following. 1X10=10

) Wrte the cross product for two mutually parallel vectors  and  .
) What s a planar vector?
) Defne argument of a complex number.
v) Wrte the dfferental equaton for a harmonc oscllator.
v) Defne a perfect elastc body.
v) What s a cantlever?
v) How does surface tenson of a lqud vary wth temperature?
v) A steel ball falls slowly through water than through ar. Why?
x) Wrte the S.I. unt of coeffcent of vscosty.
x) Wrte the expresson for the apparent weght of a person nsde a lft whch s 

movng up wth a constant acceleraton.
x) What s the value of rest mass of a photon?
x) What happens to the mass of a partcle when ts speed approaches the speed of lght 

n vacuum?

(b) Answer any FIVE questions of the following. 2X5=10
) Obtan the dot product of the followng two vectors.

 and 
) Wrte the dfferental equaton for a fallng body and fnd ts soluton.
) Derve the relaton between surface tenson and surface energy.
v) Obtan the theoretcal lmts of Posson’s rato.
v) State the postulates of specal theory of relatvty.
v) Show that Lorentz transformatons reduce to Gallean transformatons when  .

ART-B 
UNIT-I

Answer any TWO from the following: 10x2=20

2.  (a) Defne Planar vector. If   s a planar rotatng vector of constant magntude and  s a vector 
of same magntude n a perpendcular drecton, n the same plane show that  

  and 

 (b) If   fnd dvgrad  (6+4)

3.  (a) Obtan expressons for radal and transverse velocty and acceleraton of a partcle. 



(b) Fnd the total work done n movng a partcle n a force feld gven by 

  along the curve  and  from 

 = 0  to  = 1 (6+4)

4.  (a) Analyse a square wave usng Fourer’s theorem and draw relevant graph.

(b) Perform (3 + j4) + (5 + j2) by usng both analytcal method and Argand dagram method.
(6+4)

UNIT-II
Answer any TWO of the following. 10x2=20
5. (a) Derve an expresson for bendng moment of a beam. Hence fnd the bendng moment of 

a bar of rectangular and crcular cross secton.

    (b) Calculate the work done n stretchng a unform metal wre of area of cross secton 
 and length 1.5m through  Gven Young’s modulus 

. (6+4)

6. (a) Gve the theory of drop weght method of fndng surface tenson of a lqud.

    (b) Calculate the excess of pressure nsde a soap bubble of radus m. Also 
calculate the surface energy. Gven the surface tenson of soap soluton s 0.02 N/m.

(6+4)
7. (a) Deduce Poseull’s formula for the steady rate of flow of a lqud n a horzontal tube.

    (b) A steel ball of radus 2mm falls n a vertcal columm of castor ol.  The coeffcent of 
vscosty of castor ol s 0.7 Nsm-2 and ts densty s  Fnd ts termnal 
velocty. (6+4)

UNIT-III
Answer any TWO of the following.
8. (a) State and prove Gallean prncple of relatvty.

    (b) A sprng balance suspended from the top of a lft carres a load of 1 Kg. Fnd the readng 
of balance when the lft 

)  moves up wth an acceleraton of 0.092 

) moves down wth unform velocty of . (6+4)

9. (a) Deduce the equaton of moton of a partcle n a frame of reference movng wth unform 
acceleraton relatve to an nertal frame.

    (b) A spaceshp s launched from the earth wth velocty of 0.9C. The spaceshp then 
launches a rocket n the forward drecton wth a velocty 0.9C relatve to spaceshp. 
Calculate the velocty of rocket wth respect to earth. (6+4)



10. (a) Wrte Lorentz transformaton equatons and obtan an expresson for length contracton.

    (b) A rod of length 1m s movng wth a velocty of 0.8C. Calculate the percentage 
contracton n length. (6+4)
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1. (A) Answer any TEN of the following. 1X10=10

x) If   = 0, what s the angle between    and  ?
xv) Defne a vector feld. 
xv) Wrte modulus of a complex number.
xv) Wrte the dfferental equaton for Newton’s law of coolng.
xv) State Hooke’s Law.
xv)Defne Posson’s rato.
xx) What s surface tenson of a lqud?
xx) Defne crtcal velocty of a lqud.
xx) What s a non-nertal frame of reference?
xx) What s the weght of a person nsde a lft when the lft s comng down wth an 

acceleraton equal to g. 
xx)What s the value of rest mass of a photon?
xxv) Wrte Lorentz transformaton equaton for space when <<<c.

(b) Answer any FIVE questions of the following. 2X5=10 

v) If  and  fnd  .
v) Wrte the dfferental equaton for smple harmonc moton and fnd ts soluton.
x) Menton any four factors affectng the elastcty of a materal.
x) Derve the relaton between surface tenson and surface energy.
x) State the postulates of specal theory of relatvty.
x) What s the energy equvalent of 1 kg of matter n eV?



ART-B 
UNIT-I

Answer any TWO from the following: 10x2=20
2.  (a) Obtan expressons for radal and transverse velocty and acceleraton of a partcle.  

 (b) Prove that the vector  s solenodal. (6+4)

3.  (a) Analyse a square wave usng Fourer’s theorem and draw the relevant graph.  

(b) Perform (3 + j4) + (5 + j2) both analytcally and usng Argand dagram. (6+4)

4.  (a) What s a Planar vector? If   s a planar rotatng vector of constant magntude and  s a 
vector of same magntude n a perpendcular drecton, n the same plane show that  

  and 

(b) If the mass of a body s 2Kg and poston vector s , fnd the 
magntude of the force actng on the partcle at t = 4 sec. (6+4)

UNIT-II
Answer any TWO of the following. 10x2=20
5. (a) What s a cantlever? Obtan an expresson for the depresson at the loaded end of a 

cantlever.

    (b) A steel rod of length 50 cm, wdth 2 cm and thckness 1 cm s bent nto the form of an 
arc of radus of curvature 2m. Calculate the bendng moment. Young’s modulus of the 
materal of the rod = 2 1011 Nm-2 (6+4)

6. (a) Gve the theory of drop weght method of fndng nterfacal tenson between two lquds.

    (b) Calculate the amount of energy evolved when eght droplets of water of radus 0.5 mm 
each combne to form a sngle drop. Gven surface tenson of water = 0.072 Nm-1.

(6+4)
7. (a) Derve the Stoke’s formula for vscous force actng on a body fallng through a vscous 

medum.

    (b) A steel ball of radus 4mm falls n a vertcal columm of castor ol.  The coeffcent of 
vscosty of castor ol s 0.7 Nsm-2 and ts densty s  the densty of 
steel =  and   Fnd ts termnal velocty. (6+4)

UNIT-III
Answer any TWO of the following. 10x2=20
8. (a) State and prove Gallean prncple of relatvty.

    (b) A spaceshp 100m n length n ts rest poston s movng at a unform speed of 0.8C. 
Fnd ts length as t appears to an observer on the earth. (6+4)



9. (a)  Derve Ensten’s mass energy equvalence formula.

    (b) How fast a rocket has to go relatve to an observer for ts length to be contracted to 99% 
of ts length at rest? (6+4)

10. (a) Deduce the equaton of moton of a partcle n a frame of reference movng wth unform 
acceleraton relatve to a frame whch s at rest.

    (b) A person weghng 80Kg s standng on a weghng machne nsde a movng lft. What 
wll be the readng shown by the weghng machne, when the lft moves a) down wth a 
constant velocty 9.8 ms-1 b) down wth an acceleraton of 9.8 ms-2.

(6+4)
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1. (A) Answer any TEN of the following. 1X10=10

xxv) Wrte the expresson for poston vector n Cartesan co-ordnate system.
xxv) What s Argand dagram?
xxv) Defne order of a dfferental equaton.
xxv) State Fourer’s Theorem.
xxx) State Hooke’s Law.
xxx) What s meant by Neutral Layer of a bent beam?
xxx) Defne surface tenson. Gve ts unt.
xxx) Why lubrcatng ols must have hgh vscosty?
xxx) Defne an nertal frame of reference.
xxxv) Wrte the expresson for corols force. 
xxxv) Wrte Ensten’s Mass-Energy Relaton.
xxxv) Defne proper length.

(b) Answer any FIVE questions of the following. 2X5=10 
x) If  and  , determne 

||A
 and 

||B
.



xv) Menton the applcatons of Fourer’s analyss.
xv) Defne dfferent types of stran.
xv) Dstngush between stream lne and turbulent flow.
xv) Gve two dfferences between real force and nertal force.
xv)Show that the relatvstc expresson for knetc energy reduces to classcal expresson at 

low speeds.

ART-B 
UNIT-I

Answer any TWO from the following: 10x2=20

2.  (a) Defne Planar Vector. If  s a Planar rotatng vector rotatng vector of constant magntude, and  Â
 s a vector of same magntude n a perpendcular drecton n the same plane, show that dAAd̂̂

  and  

dAAd̂̂^

 (b) If   , evaluate 
CFdr

 where C s the curve n the x plane. (6+4)

3.  (a) Analyze a saw-tooth wave usng fourer’s theorem and draw the relevant graph.

(b) Perform (3 + j4) + (5 + j2) both analytcally and usng Argand dagram. (6+4)

4.  (a) Wrte the second order dfferental equaton and fnd ts solutons.

(b) If 
134Zĵ̂

 and 
243Zĵ̂ ^

, fnd 
12ZZ

 and 
12ZZ

. (6+4)

UNIT-II
Answer any TWO of the following. 10x2=20
5. (a) Defne Elastc potental energy. Derve an expresson for the work done n stretchng a 

wre.

    (b) A unform steel wre of length 2.5m and of densty 
33810kgm̂

 weghs 0.05 kg. When 
stretched by a force of 10kg wt, the length ncreases by 

3210m̂
. Calculate Young’s 

modulus of steel. (6+4)
6. (a) Derve the general expresson for the excess of pressure due to surface tenson nsde a 

lqud surface.

    (b) Calculate the work done to blowng a soap bubble of radus 0.05m. Surface tenson of 
soap soluton s 

21310Nm^̂
(6+4)

7. (a) Usng stokes method, derve an expresson for the termnal velocty of the lqud.



    (b) Determne the radus of the drop of water fallng through ar, f the termnal velocty of 
the drop s 

211.210ms^̂
. Coeffcent of vscosty for ar = 

621810Nsm^̂
and densty of 

ar = 
31.21kgm^

(6+4)

UNIT-III
Answer any TWO of the following. 10x2=20
8. (a) Derve the equaton of moton of a partcle n a frame of reference movng wth unform 

acceleraton relatve to an nertal frame and hence obtan an expresson for pseudo force. 
Gve one example of pseudo force.

    (b) A body whose actual weght s 13 kg appears to wegh 12 kg n a movng lft. Fnd the 
magntude and drecton of acceleraton of the lft. (6+4)

9. (a)  State and prove Gallean prncple of relatvty.

    (b) The length of a rod s found to be half of ts length when at rest. What s the speed of the 
rod relatve to the observer? (6+4)

10. (a) Obtan classcal velocty addton theorem usng Gallean transformaton.

    (b) Half lfe of a partcle at rest s 20 Nano Seconds. What wll be the half lfe f ts speed s 
0.9 c? (6+4)
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1. (A) Answer any TEN of the following. 1X10=10

xxxv)Wrte the expresson for poston vector n Cartesan co-ordnate system.



xxxv) What s 
Argand dagram?

xxxx) Defne order of a dfferental equaton.
xl) State Fourer’s Theorem.
xl) State Hooke’s Law.
xl) What s meant by Neutral Layer of a bent beam?
xl) Defne surface tenson. Gve ts unt.
xlv) Why lubrcatng ols must have hgh vscosty?
xlv) Defne an nertal frame of reference.
xlv) Wrte the expresson for corols force. 
xlv)Wrte Ensten’s Mass-Energy Relaton.
xlv) Defne proper length.

(b) Answer any FIVE questions of the following. 2X5=10 
xx) If  and  , determne 

||A
 and 

||B
.

xx) Menton the applcatons of Fourer’s analyss.
xx) Defne dfferent types of stran.
xx) Dstngush between stream lne and turbulent flow.
xx)Gve two dfferences between real force and nertal force.
xxv) Show that the relatvstc expresson for knetc energy reduces to classcal expresson at 

low speeds.

ART-B 
UNIT-I

Answer any TWO from the following: 10x2=20

2.  (a) Defne Planar Vector. If  s a Planar rotatng vector rotatng vector of constant magntude, and  Â
 s a vector of same magntude n a perpendcular drecton n the same plane, show that dAAd̂̂

  and  

dAAd̂̂^

 (b) If   , evaluate 
CFdr

 where C s the curve n the x plane. (6+4)

3.  (a) Analyze a saw-tooth wave usng fourer’s theorem and draw the relevant graph.

(b) Perform (3 + j4) + (5 + j2) both analytcally and usng Argand dagram. (6+4)

4.  (a) Wrte the second order dfferental equaton and fnd ts solutons.

(b) If 
134Zĵ̂

 and 
243Zĵ̂ ^

, fnd 
12ZZ

 and 
12ZZ

. (6+4)



UNIT-II
Answer any TWO of the following. 10x2=20
5. (a) Defne Elastc potental energy. Derve an expresson for the work done n stretchng a 

wre.

    (b) A unform steel wre of length 2.5m and of densty 
33810kgm̂

 weghs 0.05 kg. When 
stretched by a force of 10kg wt, the length ncreases by 

3210m̂
. Calculate Young’s 

modulus of steel. (6+4)
6. (a) Derve the general expresson for the excess of pressure due to surface tenson nsde a 

lqud surface.

    (b) Calculate the work done to blowng a soap bubble of radus 0.05m. Surface tenson of 
soap soluton s 

21310Nm^̂
(6+4)

7. (a) Usng stokes method, derve an expresson for the termnal velocty of the lqud.

    (b) Determne the radus of the drop of water fallng through ar, f the termnal velocty of 
the drop s 

211.210ms^̂
. Coeffcent of vscosty for ar = 

621810Nsm^̂
and densty of 

ar = 
31.21kgm^

(6+4)

UNIT-III
Answer any TWO of the following. 10x2=20
8. (a) Derve the equaton of moton of a partcle n a frame of reference movng wth unform 

acceleraton relatve to an nertal frame and hence obtan an expresson for pseudo force. 
Gve one example of pseudo force.

    (b) A body whose actual weght s 13 kg appears to wegh 12 kg n a movng lft. Fnd the 
magntude and drecton of acceleraton of the lft. (6+4)

9. (a)  State and prove Gallean prncple of relatvty.

    (b) The length of a rod s found to be half of ts length when at rest. What s the speed of the 
rod relatve to the observer? (6+4)

10. (a) Obtan classcal velocty addton theorem usng Gallean transformaton.

    (b) Half lfe of a partcle at rest s 20 Nano Seconds. What wll be the half lfe f ts speed s 
0.9 c? (6+4)
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1. (A) Answer any TEN of the following. 1X10=10

xlx) Wrte the expresson for poston vector n Cartesan co-ordnate system.
l) Wrte complex number n trgonometrc form.
l) Defne degree of a dfferental equaton.
l) Wrte Fourer’s theorem n mathematcal form.
l) State Hooke’s Law.
lv) Why fluds possess only Bulk modulus?
lv) What are I-secton grders?
lv) Defne surface tenson. Gve ts unt.
lv) Gve an example for Pseudo force.
lv) Wrte an expresson for varaton of mass wth velocty. 
lx) Defne proper length.

lx) What s the value of rest mass of a photon?

(b) Answer any FIVE of the following. 2X5=10 
xxv) Usng Argand dagram explan addton of two complex numbers.
xxv) Wrte the frst order dfferental equaton and fnd ts soluton by separatng the 

varables method.
xxv) Why do we prefer to wash clothes n hot soap soluton than n cold soluton?
xxv) What are the assumptons of Stokes law?
xxx) Gve two dfferences between nertal and non-nertal frames of references.
xxx) Materal partcle cannot have velocty equal to or greater than velocty of lght. Explan.

ART-B 
UNIT-I

Answer any TWO from the following: 10x2=20
2.  (a) Obtan expressons for radal and transverse  velocty and acceleratons of a partcle.



(b) Fnd the total work done n movng a partcle n a force feld gven by   
 along the curve  

22;xy^^
 and 

23z^^
 from t = 0 to t = 1. 

(6+4)

3.  (a) What s a second order dfferental equaton. Gve an example. Wrte the dfferental 
equaton for sngle harmonc oscllator and fnd ts soluton.

(b) Perform (6 + j2) + (2 + j5) both analytcally and usng Argand dagram. (6+4)

4.  (a) Analyse a square wave usng Fourer’s theorem and draw relevant graph.

(b) Evaluate 
.sFds

 where 
4Fxẑ 2ŷ

 +
yz

 along the surface A bounded by x = 0, x = 

1, y = 0, y = 1 and z = 0, z = 1. (6+4)
UNIT-II

Answer any TWO of the following. 10x2=20
5. (a) Defne an expresson for torsonal couple per unt twst.

    (b) Calculate the Posson’s rato for slver. Gven Young’s modulus for slver s 1027.2510Nm̂
and bulk modulus s 

1021110Nm̂
. (6+4)

6. (a) Gve the theory of drop weght method of fndng nterfacal tenson between two lquds.

    (b) Two drops of water of the same sze are fallng through ar wth termnal veloctes 
of

20.1ms^

. If two drops combne to form a sngle drop, what wll be the new termnal 
velocty? (6+4)

7. (a) Gve the theory of comparng the coeffcents of vscosty of two gven lquds usng 
Ostwald’s vscometer.

    (b) A drop of mercury of radus 2mm s splt nto 8 dentcal droplets. Fnd the ncrease n 
surface energy. Surface tenson of mercury 

10.465Nm^̂

(6+4)

UNIT-III
Answer any TWO of the following. 10x2=20
8. (a) Obtan relatvstc law of addton of veloctes usng Lorentz transformatons.

    (b) At what velocty wll be relatvstc contracton n the movng rod s 25%. (6+4)

9. (a)  Establsh mathematcally Ensten’s mass-energy relatonshp.

    (b) What s Pseudo force and the total force actng on a freely fallng body of mass 3kg wth 
reference to a frame movng downwards wth the acceleraton 

24ms^

. (6+4)

10. (a) Wrte a note on gravtatonal red shft.



    (b) Knetc energy of a partcle s 3 tmes ts rest mass energy. What s ts velocty?
(6+4)
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